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Apple Reports Record
First Quarter Results
Apple® announced financial results for its fiscal 2016
first quarter ended December 26, 2015. The Company
posted record quarterly revenue of $75.9 billion and
record quarterly net income of $18.4 billion, or $3.28
per diluted share. These results compare to revenue of
$74.6 billion and net income of $18 billion, or $3.06 per
diluted share, in the year-ago quarter. Gross margin was
40.1 percent compared to 39.9 percent in the year-ago
quarter. International sales accounted for 66 percent of
the quarter’s revenue.
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The next GAAB meeting will be Wednesday, February
10, 2016.

Meeting: Wednesday, February 10, 2016
7:00 PM - Panera Bread
161 Washington Ave Ext, Albany, NY

Apple is providing the following guidance for its fiscal
2016 second quarter:
•
•
•
•
•

revenue between $50 billion and $53 billion
gross margin between 39 percent and 39.5 percent
operating expenses between $6 billion and $6.1 billion
other income/(expense) of $325 million
tax rate of 25.5 percent

Apple’s board of directors has declared a cash dividend
of $.52 per share of the Company’s common stock. The
dividend is payable on February 11, 2016, to shareholders
of record as of the close of business on February 8, 2016.

Next GAAB Meeting
February 10, 2016
7:00 p.m.

Panera Bread
Crossgates Common, Albany

A map can be found at the GAAB website at
http://applebyters.com/index.php/meeting-information/
meeting_map/
GAAB Meeting Agenda:
• Greetings/Dinner
• Topics to be presented by members
• News from Apple, including El Capitan! and iOS9
updates
• The GAAB Help Desk-Bring your questions to the
meeting
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Apple
Ambassador

The Greater Albany Apple Byters is an Apple Computer User Group.
Membership privileges include this newsletter, access
to a large public domain software and video/audio
tape library, local vendor discounts, special interest
groups, and other special offers.

by John Buckley

Contents of The GAB’er are copywriten, all rights
reserved. Original articles may be reprinted by notfor-profit organizations, provided that proper credit
is given to the author, The GAB’er, and a copy of the
publication sent to The GAB’er editor.

Latest Stories from TidBITS

The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility
of each author, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Greater Albany Apple Byters.
Note: Trademarks used in this newsletter are recognized as trademarks of the representative companies.

TidBITS, begun in 1990, is an online newsletter and Web
site, devoted to the person behind the most personal of
personal computers, the Macintosh. TidBITS relates events
and products to real life uses and concerns. New TidBITS
issues go out every Monday night; articles appear on the
Web site throughout the week.
Stay informed with the latest Apple and Macintosh news
that matters to you.
OS X Hidden Treasures: Services
It’s not new, and Apple doesn’t show it much love, but
the ubiquitous Services menu can be a productivity
powerhouse. Josh Centers explains how to use it and even
how to make your own services.

Officers & Special Interest Group Leaders
Program Coordinator
John Buckley
272-7128

How to Unlearn Misspellings and Sync Your User
Dictionary in OS X

Membership Director
Cecilia MacDonald
872-0823

If you’ve accidentally told OS X’s system-wide spelling
checker to learn misspelled words, never fear, since there’s
an easy way to remove them, either one at a time, or in
bulk. And once you learn that, you’ll see how you can sync
your custom words between Macs so you have the same
set everywhere.

Treasurer
Cecilia MacDonald
872-0823
Public Domain Librarian
Bill Shuff
393-9753

Walt Mossberg Says Core Apple Apps Need Work
If you feel as though Apple’s own apps aren’t living up to
the company’s high standards, you’re not alone. At The
Verge, venerable tech columnist Walt Mossberg has penned
a criticism of Apple’s more troubled apps, singling out
iTunes (“I dread opening the thing.”), Mail, Photos, and
iCloud. “It’s almost as if the tech giant has taken its eye
off the ball when it comes to these core software products,
while it pursues big new dreams, like smartwatches and
cars,” Mossberg said. Given the problems we and our
readers have seen with iTunes and Mail in particular,
we hope Apple pays heed to this warning from the elder
statesman of tech journalism.

Newsletter Editor
Roger Mazula
466-7492
Education SIG
John Buckley
272-7128
Internet SIG
Lou Wozniak
465-2873
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Internet SIG
5 Tech Purchases
You Shouldn’t Miss in February
by Kim Komando

Like many of you, I love to shop and,
like everyone, I love to save money.
That means I’m always on the lookout
for great deals at my favorite stores. I
sign up for every deal email I can, and
regularly pop onto RetailMeNot and
other coupon sites.
I also keep a close eye on the calendar, and not just for the
big shopping holidays like Memorial Day. The month you
shop can make a big difference in what kind of deals you
can get for certain items. For example, it makes sense that
summer brings the best deals on winter clothes, but does
technology have similar rules? It does. Let’s take a look
at what kind of deals on tech you can find in February.
Before we look at specifics, remember that President’s Day
is on February 15 this year, which means a nice three-day
Valentine weekend. However, President’s Day is also a
day for sales, and historically more than 30% of the sales
are on electronics.
Office Depot, Staples and Dell Small Business typically
offer coupons for $10 to $50 off entire purchases. If you’ve
got your eye on a tech gadget, I’d wait until at least the
middle of the month to buy. There are, however, one or
two exceptions I’ll cover.
1. TVs
Aside from President’s Day and Valentine’s Day, the other
big event of February is the Super Bowl, which is on
February 7 this year. Of course, retailers know you don’t
want to watch the biggest game of the year on a tiny TV,
so they offer deals on newer, bigger TVs. Learn what
else you need besides a nice TV to throw the best Super
Bowl party of the year.

Unlike Black Friday, these deals focus more toward larger
sets and more recognizable brands like Samsung, Sony and
LG. Depending on the TV, you can save anywhere from
$100 to 40% or more. So it’s a good time to buy a new
TV for your living room, and shuffle your current TV off
to a bedroom.
Before you hit the store, make sure you know the general
details of what you want, such as size, 4K vs. 1080p, smart
vs. dumb, etc. Read my comprehensive TV buying guide
to help you figure out the answer to these questions
and more.
2. Smartphones
In general, February isn’t the best time to buy a smartphone.
New models are often announced at the Consumer
Electronics Show in January, or shortly afterward, but
aren’t available until spring. You typically want to wait
until those go on the market so you can buy today’s models
at a steep discount. For example, if you’re looking at a
Samsung Galaxy S6 or S5, you should wait for the S7 to
become available in a few months. Then, both of those
models will drop another hundred dollars or so.
That being said, around Valentine’s Day you’ll often see
“his & hers” offers on smartphones and cellular plans.
With Verizon, for example, if you buy a Droid Turbo 2 or
Droid Maxx you get 50% off a second one. It’s also offering
$200 off on iPads and deals on smartphone accessories
like battery cases.
You might find similar or better deals from other carriers,
so be sure to look around as Valentine’s Day approaches.
If you need new smartphones now, the savings could be
enough to make them a good buy.
Continued on page 8.
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Education SIG
Nomorobo

by M. David Stone, PC Magazine

This month, I felt it was time for a little Self Education to help us get through the winter months. To provide a little
serenity in our lives, I felt it would be great to get rid of one little annoyance, Robocalls. To the rescue we have Nomorobo.
Pros
Free. Catches the vast majority of
robocalls. Optionally catches even
political robocalls. Lets through
legitimate calls, like doctors’ office
appointment reminders.

Cons
Currently works only with some landline
carriers, and not with cell phones.
Doesn’t intercept most calls until after
one ring.

Nomorobo is the first online service I’ve ever reviewed—
the first product of any kind, for that matter—that took no
time to test. More to the point, it can save you time too, all
but eliminating robocalls and the annoyances that come
with them. (Thanks for calling, Rachel, but I don’t want
your important information about my credit card.) Best
of all, Nomorobo (Free at Nomorobo) is a free service.
The company behind it—Telephone Science—makes its
money from providing its database of robocalling numbers
to carriers like Ooma Premier and Sonic, which use it as
part their own robocall-blocking service.

As anyone who’s put their phone number on the Federal	
  
Trade Commission’s (FTC) National Do Not Call Registry
knows, being on the list does very little to eliminate
unwanted calls. Legitimate companies may follow the
rules, but scam artists couldn’t care less about them. They
regularly spoof Caller IDs so you can’t tell where the call
originates. Ask them to take you off their call list, and
they’ll typically hang up on you, leaving you wishing
that you hadn’t been so polite. And they won’t take you
off the list either.

A Little History
The story of Nomorobo starts with the FTC recognizing
the robocall problem, making an informed guess about how
to encourage the right people to solve it, and then carrying
through to a conclusion. In 2012, it issued its Robocall
Challenge to “create solutions that will block illegal
robocalls,” with $50,000 in prize money at stake. The three
winners were announced in 2013, with Nomorobo being
the only one I’m aware of that has gone on to establish a
service you can actually use.

The good news is that Nomorobo is free, easy to sign up
with, and works as promised. I used to get at least one or
two robocalls per day. The only sign of them now is that
the phone rings once. If I’m curious, I can go to my Verizon
FiOS account online, see the calling number, and search for
it in a browser. So far, every blocked call has been from a
known robocaller, with the number also showing up in my
online searches on assorted sites that track annoying calls.
The bad news is that you may not be able to take advantage
of Nomorobo. Ideally, it should be directly integrated into
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Bottom Line
If you’re fed up with robocalls,
Nomorobo can help eliminate the
problem, intercepting the calls
and banishing one of life’s small
annoyances.
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the carrier’s internal call processing, which is what Ooma
Premier and Sonic do. And in principle, it should be able
to work with any carrier. All it requires is that the carrier
support simultaneous ring, so incoming calls can ring both
your line and Nomorobo’s line at the same time. In practice,
unfortunately, that feature is currently available only on
VoIP carriers, and not even all of those.
The list of carriers that work with Nomorobo has some
significant players on it, including Verizon FiOS, Comcast
Xfinity, Time Warner Cable, and AT&T U-verse. (You can
find the full list on the Nomorobo signup page.) Missing,
however, are all wireless carriers and all analog carriers.
So although it works with Verizon FiOS, it won’t work
with Verizon Wireless or standard Verizon—a plain old
telephone service (POTS) line to those who follow such
things.
Not so incidentally, the FCC has recently published a
ruling (FCC 15-72, adopted in June 2015) clearly stating
that carriers can offer robocall-blocking technologies for
consumers to use. That could very well increase the number
of carriers that work with Nomorobo fairly quickly.
In the meantime, if you try signing up with Nomorobo and
you enter the name of a carrier that doesn’t work with it,
you’ll be sent to a page with the carrier’s Customer Service
number and a suggestion to call it. As the page points out,
the more people who call, the more likely the carrier is to
do something about it. The page also promises to send you
an email if and when the carrier adds Nomorobo support.
Getting Listed
If your carrier works with Nomorobo, setup is easy.
The first step is to go to the signup page and enter your
carrier and email address. You’ll be directed to a page that
confirms the support and tells you to check your email for
a link to complete the setup process. The link takes you
to a webpage where you can create an account, enter your
phone number, and then see step-by-step, carrier-specific
instructions for setting up your account with the carrier
to take advantage of simultaneous ring with the supplied
Nomorobo number.
The last step is to let Nomorobo confirm that you’ve set
everything up right by calling your number. Wait for the
ring, pick up when the website tells you to, and you’ll
hear a message that Nomorobo has been enabled properly.
That’s basically it. From that point on, you can measure
how well the service works by how rarely you get robocalls.
By default, the service will even catch political robocalls,
which are legal. If you’re enough of a political junkie to

The Edit page for each phone number also has a checkbox
option to Disable Advanced Robocall Detection (which
you may need to check to receive Skype calls, depending
on the settings the Skype caller is using). If you like, you
can easily disable Nomorobo for any registered line or
delete the line from the protected list with a single click.
Nomorobo in Action
It’s helpful to know a little about how Nomorobo works,
if only to give you some confidence that it won’t block
legitimate robocalls, like your doctor’s office calling with
an appointment reminder.
Because spam callers typically change their originating
numbers—or at least the Caller ID they’re spoofing—on
a regular basis, it’s not enough to have a list of all the
robocalling numbers as they exist at any given moment.
According to Telephone Science, Nomorobo monitors
about 200,000 numbers that have been identified by various
carriers as getting so many robocalls that they can’t be
assigned to actual users anymore. Nomorobo’s algorithm
looks for calling patterns that are typical for robocalls and
then automatically adds the calling numbers to its list when
it identifies one.
If the algorithm incorrectly blocks a legitimate robocall,
you can report the mistake on the Nomorobo website.
However, the company says that of all blocked calls, fewer
than one in a thousand is blocked incorrectly. If a call slips
through that should have been blocked, you can also report
that on the website.
Another important feature is that if you’re unlucky enough
to have a number that some robocaller chose as its spoofed
Caller ID for a week, you can still make calls to a number
that’s set up with Nomorobo. When Nomorobo intercepts
a call, it gives you the opportunity to enter a response on
the phone keypad to a randomly generated audio question
so you can prove you’re a real person—much like the
CAPTCHA responses you have to enter on many websites.
Enter the right answer, and Nomorobo will let the call go
through.
The key issue, of course, is how well Nomorobo actually
works. In the two weeks I’ve had it watching one of my
phone lines, I haven’t picked up a single robocall on that
line. According to Telephone Science, it actually blocked
13 out of 14 illegal robocalls over that time, let one through
from a number that the automated detection algorithm
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want those calls, you can log in to your Nomorobo account,
go to the Your Phones page, and edit the settings to disable
political robocall blocking. You can also add Nomorobo
filtering to as many additional lines as you need.
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added to its blacklist 20 minutes later, and let four legal
robocalls through, including, for example, one from FedEx.
In truth, I would happily have Nomorobo block some
legal robocalls as well. According to the company, it will
soon add the ability to let you create both blacklists and
whitelists, with no limit to how many numbers you can
add to either list.
In case you’re concerned about Nomorobo collecting a list
of your incoming phone calls, Telephone Science says that
although it hasn’t settled on a policy for data retention or
destruction, it also says it doesn’t sell or share this data
with anyone, and it has a policy that it never will unless
required by law.

Apple Ambassador
Continued from page 2.

Quick Solution to Apple Mail’s TidBITS Wrapping
Woes
If you’re having trouble reading this week’s HTML email
issue of TidBITS in Apple Mail because of too-long
line lengths, Adam explains why, and suggests a quick
workaround.
TidBITS Membership Ad-Removal Challenge Finished
The second month of our membership challenge is over,
and while our membership rolls and revenues did increase,
it wasn’t enough that we can justify removing banner ads
from our site.
Do Cool Things on the Command Line with Five Quick
Recipes
Why would a modern Mac user want to go back to a
command-line interface? There are lots of reasons, and Joe
Kissell provides five of them here. These quick recipes,
which require no prior knowledge of the command line,
enable you to do useful things that Apple doesn’t provide
a way to accomplish in OS X’s graphical interface.
An “Ask Me Anything” with the Co-Creator of The
Oregon Trail
Remember the Oregon Trail game, which was a mainstay
on Apple computers dating back to the Apple II? One of
its co-creators, Don Rawitsch, is currently taking questions

Conclusion
Unfortunately, Nomorobo won’t do you any good if
your carrier doesn’t offer a simultaneous-ring feature or
otherwise support it. If it does, however, and you’re sick
of getting robocalls, there’s no good reason not to register
your phone line or lines right now.
I’d like Nomorobo even better if the site offered an option
to let me to see a list of blocked calls easily, both so that I
could see how many it blocked and if it blocked something
it shouldn’t have without having to comb through all
my incoming calls on the Verizon website. However,
Telephone Science says this feature will be added at the
same time as the blacklists and whitelists, so this should
only be a short-term inconvenience. Even without these
upcoming features, Nomorobo is an excellent service and
worthy of our Editors’ Choice award.
in one of Reddit’s “Ask Me Anything” threads, where
users can ask him anything they want. To see Rawitsch’s
replies, look for the blue-highlighted “donoregontrail”
username. In case you were curious, Rawitsch clarifies
that he personally has never suffered from dysentery.
(The game phrase “You have died of dysentery” has been
popularized on T-shirts.)
Rich Mogull Gives Paranoid Travel Tips on the
Macworld Podcast
TidBITS Security Editor Rich Mogull joined Glenn
Fleishman and Susie Ochs on the latest Macworld Podcast
to discuss recent Apple security issues, but the discussion
quickly turned to travel, with Rich offering tips on digital
security while traveling, especially when crossing borders
and visiting hostile countries. If you’re headed to another
country and are concerned about your data and devices,
it’s worth a listen.
How to Stream Super Bowl 50 for Free on Your Apple
Devices
The 50th Super Bowl is approaching, and Josh Centers
explains how you can stream the game for free on any of
your Apple devices in the United States.
MacTech Pro 2016 Dates and Locations Announced
Consultants and other professional Apple techs looking for
training and networking can find both at seven upcoming
MacTech Pro events, which take place around the United
States.
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Apple Recalls Some International Wall Plug Adapters
Apple has issued a recall for some international wall plug
adapters. Josh Centers explains how to see if your adapter
is affected, and how to get it replaced.
Apple’s Q1 2016 Sets Records, but Just Barely
Apple is still making money hand over fist, but sales growth
for all three of its major product categories has stalled or
is in decline. Michael Cohen and Josh Centers don their
analyst hats to try to explain why.
New Yorker Spills the Beans on the Next OS X Release
Writing for The New Yorker with tongue firmly planted
in cheek, Greg Tannen channels what Apple’s release
note writers really want to say in a joke piece about the
upcoming OS X Haleakalā. (“No, don’t bother trying to
spell it. It took us three tries, and we made the damn thing.
Anyway, Haleakalā National Park is in Hawaii, which we
thought was cool, and we’re doing this whole nationalparks name thing . . . so, well, there you go. Haleakalā!”)
Go read the full article, but not right now if it would be
inappropriate to find yourself giggling in public.
Artificial Intelligence Pioneer Marvin Minsky Dies at 88
Marvin Minsky, a pioneer in artificial intelligence at MIT’s
Media Lab (and a TidBITS reader) has died at age 88. He
will be missed.
Apple Brings Back Podcasts in tvOS 9.1.1
The tvOS 9.1.1 update for the fourth-generation Apple TV
is largely shrouded in mystery, but one thing is for sure: it
brings the Podcasts app back to the Apple TV.
NSA Director Defends Encryption
While FBI Director James Comey and Attorney General
Loretta Lynch continue to rail against encryption,
information security has gained another surprising ally:
NSA Director Admiral Mike Rogers. During an address to
the Atlantic Council think tank, Rogers said, “encryption
is foundational to the future,” and cited the recent hack
of the Office of Personnel Management as a reason to
encourage encryption. “So spending time arguing about
‘hey, encryption is bad and we ought to do away with it’
… that’s a waste of time to me,” Rogers said. Rogers’s
predecessor at the NSA, General Michael Hayden, also
recently spoke out in favor of encryption.

Apple Demanded Court Order from Widow to Recover
Late Husband’s Password
Apple’s focus on privacy is good but can sometimes carry
unfortunate consequences. 72-year-old Peggy Bush tried
to download a game to her iPad, but didn’t know her late
husband’s Apple ID password. Her daughter dealt with
Apple support for two months, providing serial numbers
and legal documentation before being told that Apple
required a court order to resolve the situation. In fact,
according to Apple’s terms and conditions, accounts are
not transferrable upon death and Apple may even terminate
the account. Fortunately, Apple gave Bush access to the
account after she reached out to CBC News and Apple
CEO Tim Cook. This story illustrates why it’s important
for families to have a plan for sharing key passwords, such
as 1Password for Teams or at least a copy of 1Password’s
master password in a safe-deposit box.
Apple Releases Music Memos for iOS
Apple has unveiled a new free app for musicians: Music
Memos for iPhone and iPad. Unlike the built-in Voice
Memos app, Music Memos is tailored toward musicians,
with features like auto-record, backup players, and a pitch
tuner. It’s a simple tool for quickly grabbing a recording to
send to GarageBand or another audio-editing app.
Four Alternatives to iCloud Photos on the Apple TV
The fourth-generation Apple TV may be new, but the builtin Photos album is stuck in the past. Josh Centers offers
four alternatives that let you view your photos on your TV.
Why Apple Defends Encryption
With the U.S. government once again campaigning against
encryption, why does it seem as though only Apple is
standing up for users? Rich Mogull has some answers.
iOS 9.3 Adds Features for Education Market
At MacStories, Fraser Speirs takes a look at new educationoriented features slated to appear in iOS 9.3. These features
include a Shared iPad capability, a Classroom app for
teachers, and Managed Apple IDs (via an Apple School
Manager portal). With this upcoming release, Apple is both
renewing its education focus in a big way and attempting to
goose iPad sales, which have slowly but steadily declined
in recent quarters. In education, in particular, Apple is
worried about Chromebooks, which are cheaper, easier to
share, easier to deploy, and have keyboards.
TidBITS is copyright © 2016 TidBITS Publishing Inc.
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More Thoughts

Continued from page 3.

3. Tax Software and Service
Tax season is here and even though you have until April
18 to file (yes, it’s the 18th this year), tax preparation
companies are already trying to grab your attention. They
do that by offering services and software at a discount, or
special promotions.
TurboTax, for example, is knocking at least $20 off every
tier of software, while H&R Block is giving away $1,000
to 1,000 people every day. TaxAct is offering free state
filing in addition to free federal filing on simple tax returns.
Learn more ways to file your taxes for free.
4. Computers
Historically, February is a good month for buying
computers. With new models appearing at the Consumer
Electronics Show in January, retailers offer deals on older
models to try and clear the shelves for new items. You
might not get as many deals as the back-to-school sales
over the summer, but it’s still a good time to buy.
This year, there’s another reason to buy. Microsoft
has announced that computers running the latest Intel
processors (6000 series), and any new processors going
forward, are not going to support any Windows version
other than Windows 10. That doesn’t mean older versions
of Windows will magically stop working, but you might not
get the full performance of the hardware, and you might
run into driver glitches, especially for video.
If you’re looking to buy a Windows 10 computer and
install Windows 7 or 8.1 on it, now’s a good time to buy
an older model before they leave the stores. Be sure to
grab a model with an Intel 5000 series processor for the
best compatibility and performance.
5. Fitness Trackers
If you’re in the mood to get fit, a fitness tracker like the
Fitbit or Jawbone makes a good workout companion.
You should be able to get them fairly cheap this month as
well. Plenty of retailers stocked up on them in December
to capitalize on the “lose weight/get fit” New Year’s
resolutions. Now that January has come and gone, they
need to get rid of the rest. Check out my fitness tracker
comparison chart to see which fitness tracker is right
for you.

As I said above, there are going to be plenty of other tech
deals this month if you keep your eyes open. Make a list
of things you want and the current prices. That way, you’ll
know what kind of deal you’re really getting. You can even
use a site like CamelCamelCamel to keep track of prices
for you and let you know when they drop.

iPhone 5se May Come in Silver,
Space Gray, and Bright Pink
by Juli Clover, MacRumors.com

Apple’s rumored iPhone 5se may come in Silver, Space
Gray, and a pink shade that’s different than the Rose
Gold of the iPhone 6s, reports Japanese site Mac Otakara
[Google Translate], citing information obtained from a
third-party vendor.
The site compares the shade
of pink to that of the seventhgeneration iPod nano and sixthgeneration iPod touch, which is a
deep pink that is brighter than the
Rose Gold iPhone 6s. Mac Otakara
was not able to see the shade of
pink firsthand, so its exact tone is
not clear, but the vendor said it is
not the same color as the iPhone 6s.
Early iPhone 6s rumors said pink would be a color choice
for the device, but it turned out that “pink” was actually
Rose Gold. Today’s rumor, if true, makes a clear distinction
between Rose Gold and a deeper pink shade, so it seems
unlikely the vendor is making the same mistake.
Other potential colors for the iPhone 5se are not mentioned,
but Space Gray, Silver, and Bright Pink is an odd lineup,
so there’s a possibility that Apple will include other color
options. The first “iPhone 6c” rumors pointed towards a
brighter color lineup for the device, but later rumors have
indicated that it will be available in the traditional Silver,
Space Gray, and Gold colors.
With the iPhone 5se just over a month away from a
potential unveiling at a March 15 event, we may soon see
part leaks or more concrete detail that gives us a better
picture of the colors we can expect. Other iPhone 5se
rumors point towards an iPhone 5s-style design with the
curved cover glass of the iPhone 6, an A9 processor, Touch
ID, and an 8-megapixel rear camera.
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GAAB Internet Addresses
Names

E-Mail Addresses

Aaron Ambrosino........ aambrosi@mac.com
Gary Blizzard.............. gmblizzard@aol.com
Mark Bogossian........... mark@castlecomp.com
Steve Bradley.............. ssbradley@adelphia.net
John Buckley............... jbuckley@nycap.rr.com
Sheldon Carnes............ sheldoncarnes@hotmail.com
Tina Cook.................... twonotrump@nycap.rr.com
Anthony Eldering........ tonye11@verizon.net
Trudy Ellis................... TE52@earthlink.net
Lilajane Frascarelli...... afrascar@nycap.rr.com
Les Goldstein............... lgoldst1@nycap.rr.com
Richard Hester............. hesterfp@capital.net
Ottmar Klaas................ ottmar.klaas@gmail.com
Michael LaFrank......... mglafrank@gmail.com
Thomas Levanduski.... msglevnduski@aol.com
Cecilia MacDonald...... cecilia@midtel.net
Mike Mannarino.......... rfd230@nycap.rr.com
Roger Mazula.............. aluzam@aol.com
Brendan O’Hara.......... bohara1@nycap.rr.com
Eric/Lee Rieker............ Erieker@aol.com
AbdurRahman Rozell.. aryr100@gmail.com
Judith Schwartz........... jfschwartz2@earthlink.net
Saul Seinberg............... saul.seinberg@gmail.com
Bill Shuff..................... wjshuff@earthlink.net
Shelly Weiner.............. olliedawg@yahoo.com
Lou Wozniak............... louw@nycap.rr.com

To start or renew your GAAB
membership, see Cecilia MacDonald
or send your fees payable to her at
the following address:
Cecilia MacDonald
260 Sever Road
Delanson, NY 12053

Visit GAAB on the Internet at http://www.applebyters.com
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